ACROSS

1  They’re “in”
5  Fragrant resin
10  Kind of cut
14  Small or grand accomplishment
18  Miscellaneous mixture
19  Put aside
20  Fabulous storyteller
22  Corn bread
23  Country fair features?
25  Window display people?
27  Uninvited visitor
28  Plot’s point
30  Nightingale’s devoteses
31  Route to Roma
32  Makes sure, with “down”
33  E.D. or R.
34  Grows grave
37  Coin in the Trevi Fountain
38  Sisko’s command
42  Came up
43  Lucy at “Swan Lake”?
45  Foe of Frazier
46  “Clyde” of the NBA
47  Light, swingy rhythm
48  Cornishman or Welshman
49  Stable sound
50  Blueprint wing
51  How Eartha sang “Santa Baby”?
55  Sore soother
56  Script overhaul
58  Medieval helmet
59  Beat
60  Chowhound
61  Beef on the hoof
62  Hi-fi factor
63  Waver
65  Rigg or Ross
66  Like most offices
69  French daydreams
70  Slugger slays chimera?
73  Part of TGIF
74  Saharan
75  Tangible
76  Nothing in Bordeaux
77  Loopy
78  Wheaton, of “Toy Soldiers”
79  Quaker Stater into pungent mints?
83  Knight wear
84  Holmes’ inspector friend
86  Make a scene
87  Like winter weather
88  Angling gear
89  Sam the sleuth
90  Learning method
91  White rhino, e.g.
94  By oneself
95  Actress Richardson, et al.
99  Pl. Peter joins B–29 group?
101  Wooden chair for “Shane” star?
103  Face contour
104  Dogma
105  Cherokees’ kin

DOWN

1  Points of interest
2  Economist Greenspan
3  Gossip: sl.
4  Most wretched
5  Ducks
6  Goldfinger’s weapon
7  A flirt
8  An Italian cap.
9  Locate
10  Lerner-Loewe musical
11  Lots and lots
12  Ancient field hand
13  Took the cake
14  Sudden bursts
15  Clark’s wife, ultimately
16  Mrs. Shakespeare
17  Camp chow
21  Victory flag
24  Bizarre
26  Paper quantity
29  Cache
32  Nick from Nebraska
33  Its flag is red, white and green
34  Carpenter, on the job
35  Pope’s vestment
36  Author Heinrich’s cotton attackers?
37  Food preservative
38  Fuse ores
39  Much-honored Annie and Monty?
40  “Louisa”; “The Band Wagon” tune
41  Whistled sharply
42  Mosquito for one
44  Yellow pigment
47  Metric system measure
49  Baghdad bigwig
51  Long-tailed fliers
52  Indigenous
53  Goddess of peace
54  Engage in calumny
55  Africa’s largest country
57  Gave an X or R
59  Tease
61  Foolish
62  Fire remains
63  Dragnet fish
64  Creepy
65  Silas of diplomacy
67  Rye fungus
68  Personal record
70  Diver’s woe
71  Speechify
72  Stack
75  Computer issue
77  Home of the Cheese Heads
79  Meat sticker
80  Covers the news
81  Middle Eastern gulf
82  Vocalized in Bavaria
83  Promising location?
85  Aviary talk
87  Most piqued
89  REM time
90  Midway attractions
91  It’s indivisible
92  Vesuvius product
93  Angle
94  Voronsky’s lover
95  Galba’s 1502
96  Man from Odense
97  Deeds
98  Winter runners
100  Take home
102  Part of ‘to be’